Welcome to a new distributed world. For utility distribution companies, it is a smart world of new technologies and innovations. One that is powering and transforming the way people work and live.

It is a connected world also subject to vulnerability.

This new decentralized world presents significant challenges but also the potential for opportunity. How prepared is your distribution business?

Now is the time to embrace distributed generation.

Distributed generation has become a key disruptor and is the number one growing challenger for utility distribution businesses. But is your organization ready to deal with this disruption? Is your network ready?

Accenture’s latest Digitally Enabled Grid research shows that significant work is still needed to meet the challenges ahead, such as dealing with increased grid faults and managing impending revenue reductions.

Will you have what it takes to get ahead of the challenge?

Understanding threats…

Investing in smart solutions…

Putting IT/OT integration at the core…

Collaborating with regulators…

And ultimately shaping the future of energy.

Welcome to the Digitally Enabled Grid.